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2Outline   
 D13.23 - Full core DNY3D 
input model of the 
Oskarshamn-2 NNP for 
ATWS analysis
• XS library received on July 
2013
• Material maps definition
• CR bank modeling
 D13.23 almost finished, the 
input deck still need more 
validation
 Conclusion & Outlook
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3XS library specifications   
 The CASMO code was applied to generate the 2-group 
macroscopic cross-sections needed for DYN3D 
calculations.
 The burnup and the historical parameters are implicitly 
included in the macroscopic cross-section. 25 axial nodes 
in the active core are used. 
 Fifteen branching points for the moderator density are 
selected. They range from the core inlet density up to the 
minimum core exit density (in kg/m³): 
176.68, 177.44, 177.53, 317.95, 330.85, 
341.59, 458.37, 485.01, 505.74, 598.79, 
639.18, 669.89, 739.20, 793.35, 834.04. 
 Eight fuel temperature branching points are selected (in K): 
500, 650, 800, 950,1100, 1250, 1400, and 1550.
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4XS library specifications   
 The half core rotational symmetry is used to limit the 
number of materials therefore leading to a total of different 
fuel materials of 444/2 * 25 (rodded) + 444/2 *25 (unrodded) 
+ 3 reflector = 11103 XS sets.
 The XS library is given in 2G NEMTAB format:
• Diffusion coefficient
• Absorption cross-section
• Fission cross-section
• Nu-fission cross-section
• Scattering cross-section (only from group 1 to group 2)
• ADF-West
• ADF-South
• Macroscopic Xe cross-section (only for group 2)
• Microscopic Xe cross-section (only for group 2)
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5O2 Core loading according to the XS library
 In the XS library, 11103 different materials compositions are defined 
which correspond to 445 (222+1+222) sets of fuel assemblies, they 
are classified as follow:
• Fuel Assemblies from 1 to 222 → rodded, material from 1 to 5550
• Fuel Assembly 223→ radial reflector, materials 5551, 5552 and 5553
• Fuel Assemblies from 224 to 445 → unrodded, materials from 5554 to 11103
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6O2 Core loading according to the XS library
Composition # Axial Layer rodded
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Composition # Axial Layer Unrodded
Bottom Reflector
Top Reflector
7Geometry definition
 The radial node width is assumed to be 15.275 cm. 
 The active core height is 371.2 cm and is uniformly 
divided into 25 segments of 14.848 cm each. 
 As far as the homogenization is concerned:
• The active core starts from node 2 end ends in node 26
• Node 1 is the bottom reflector
• Node 27 is the top reflector
 Bottom reflector has 23.91 cm and a top reflector 
38.15 cm (in ATHLET is the same)
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8CR Bank definition
 In the Oskarshamn-2 power plant the control rods 
are grouped in 19 banks
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9CR Bank definition
 The material composition of the fuel unrodded assemblies 
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Control rod position
 For modeling CR entering from the bottom of the 
core with DYN3D
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First results at HZP and HFP with FLOCAL
 Objective: Checking the XS library by inserting the CR 
Banks at 5 different elevations:
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Elevation Keff HZP Keff HFP
0.0 (ARO) 1.014590 1.026756
71,2 1.014580 1.026709
171,2 1.014201 NaN
271,2 1.004232 NaN
371,2 (ARI) 0.796674 0.813216DYN3D-FLOCAL
Density field
DYN3D-FLOCAL
Density Power
Calc. Failed
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First results at HZP
 Power is very much displaced to the top of the core
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Elevation Keff HZP
0.0 (ARO) 1.014590
71,2 1.014580
171,2 1.014201
271,2 1.004232
371,2 (ARI) 0.796674
Bottom of the core Top of the core
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Conclusions and Outlook
 The HZP calculations show a big accumulation of the 
power distribution in the top of the core.
 Some calculations at HFP didn´t finished. 
• The same tendency in the axial power profile
• Too high values of the power which produce unphysical 
temperatures in FLOCAL and extrapolation of the XS
 The values of Keff seem to be OK at first sight.
FUTURE WORK
 Further testing of the XS libraries
• Could be an error in the geometry definition of DYN3D
• Could be a problem in XS libraries or in the material type definition
 Once fixed those issues:
• D13.23 will be finally released
• Next will follow coupled neutronics computations to this model
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